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EDITORIAL

Zambia
USH LIVING and seeming abundance of
everything in the white man's world
is impressive to many people of other
lands. But a comprehension of necessary toil, planning and investment is
lacking. Propaganda charges the white
man's luxurious living as profit received
from oppression of underprivileged
peoples.
All propaganda is most potent and
destructive when containing truth and
error. Such is the case against the white
man. A sane analysis that will determine the percentage of truth against
error is virtually impossible. Then too,
achievement of a good ratio of thinking
versus emotion requires training and discipline.
Zambia was given independence October 24, the newest of Africa's countries
receiving independence. Here the white
man has proven his willingness to cooperate with change. Uneasiness that
does exist pertains to whether confidence
and cooperation are well placed for days
that are yet to come.
Independence does not quiet all forces
seeking recognition. The white man and
the sincere national find themselves confronted by a wily force seeking to capitalize on areas of weakness in government.
In the western world no one is able
to ascertain the degree to which communist propaganda is responsible for unrest and turmoil. Doubtless, more is
communist-inspired than we are quite
willing to admit. The leaders in the communist world see in Africa one of the
most vulnerable .thickly populated areas
for Marxism to further engulf the world.
If Zambians were left alone to resolve
their future, the prospects would be
much better over a long range. With
communist inspired rebel forces much in
action across portions of Central Africa
they will not miss any opportunity to
counter the present government here in
Zambia.
Dr. Kaunda, the present president, is
a product of missions. The influence of
Presbyterian missions finds in Dr. Kaunda a man of disciplined living. In his
cabinet is a Brethren in Christ man from
here at Macha, Mr. Elijah Mudenda,
serving as Minister of Agriculture. As
a boy he was in school here at Macha,
taking further schooling at the Sikalongo Mission. Dr. Robert Worman and
the writer were graciously received by
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Mr. Mudenda while in Lusaka the last
of December. He too is a man of disciplined living, with high regard for Christian training received through our mission program.
In the minds of many Africans education becomes the media to escape the
rigor of physical toil. Mr. Mudenda indicating something of his real concept
of life, to the chagrin and amazement
of fellow Africans, built with his own
hands a well-planned house near his
father's house a few miles from the mission.
The government of Zambia needs the
prayers and support of Christians here
and around the world.
Among the populace much must be
learned before the benefits of the western life can be realized. Tempo of African living contrasts sharply. Africans
who visit America report back to their
people: "in America everybody works."
In fact there is little evidence of interest among the rank and file to make
any marked change in their way of life.
Most enjoy the luxury of ease and relaxation in their mode of living. Africans
are not noted for having heart attacks.
The perfect ease with which they wait
for busses, accept irregular time schedules and are relaxed in instances where
westerners lose their calm readily, indicates little discontent with the status
quo.
There are 2,500,000 Africans in
Zambia, divided into some seventy tribal
groups, all Banta speaking. The concept
of these people in their relationship to
today's world is interestingly stated in
the following paragraph.
"The age-old culture of the African
people of Northern Rhodesia (Zambia)
shows how well man has achieved success in conquering the handicaps of his
environment unaided by the many mechanical aids of the modern world.
Simple, but effective, slash and burn and
hoe agriculture, husbandry, the importance of hunting, the techniques of house
building, wood and metal working are
all a living record of man's economic development that is of the greatest interest. Just as today Bantu culture is responding to meet the challenge of western civilization, so in the past has it reacted to stimulus from Arabs, Indians
and Portuguese. By making the most of
natural resources, by adapting their way
of life to suit their surroundings and assimilating improved methods of foodgetting and ways of living from external
influences, the Bantu have developed a
culture and a philosophy which have
stood them in good stead and which continue to have an important effect upon
all with whom they come into contact."
j . x. H.

Selvar the Seer Sez
Paul ever pen than
N o "great is the did
mystery of godliness."
TRUER WORD

He sent Titus to the degenerate society of Crete of which "one of themselves, a prophet of their own said,
'Cretians are always liars, evil beasts,
lazy gluttons.' " Paul agreed that "this
testimony is true." Historians also verify
this description and add to its intensity.
To this human jungle land of depraved
specimens of God's creation Paul sent
this young preacher to develop trees that
would bear heavenly fruit. He was to
preach sound truth that would "accord
with godliness (or produce godliness)."
He was to gather a collection of saint;
who would "beautify" or add lustre to
the doctrine of God our Saviour in all
things"; develop aged men "spiritually
healthy"; aged women who would be
"in behaviour as becometh holiness . . .
young women who would love their
husbands . . . their children . . . be sensible, chaste, home lovers . . . kind hearted . . .young men who would take life
seriously . . . be temperate in all things."
Servants, too, who came into the
stream of the heavenly energy produced
by this sound message, were transformed
so as not to "tarnish the lustre" of this
"sound doctrine" but rather "adorn it."
Indeed it is great, this mystery of godliness that will so do! It stands alone
among the world's teachings for not
another will do so.
•
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is an awful and awkward age,
OURSpregnant
with menacing omens of

atomic and apocalyptic terror and totality. It is an age too, when atheistic materialism in an ideological offensive of
thousand challenges, derisions and iron
sway not only is threating the Christian
way of life; but in posing as the promoter of man's authentic life, is selling out
God Himself — the supreme issue of
history.
Haunted by a sense of futility and
frustration, there is, in the present posture of modern civilization, a cup of
overflowing anxiety, a growing fear;
notably among churchgoers, that Christianity might be eclipsed, if not totally
destroyed in the space age by the phenomenal and frightening findings of science.
Dr. Geoffrey F. Fisher, the Archbishop of Canterbury, Britain's leading
churchman, himself views in a gloomy

There is again an increasing and revolutionary tendency in the land by Neomodernists, watered-down liberalists and
Erasmusian humanists, to take the best
of the world's great religions and make
of them one great homogenized faith
(syncretism) and to look upon all types
of religious faiths as being of equal importance and containing equal truth
(latitudinarianism), which threatens to
invade the Church and enervate her
evangelistic concern and depth of passion, ending in an inner collapse.
Now what are these great non-Christian faiths and religions and their "best"
with which Christianity in a spectacular
breakthrough is to synthesize and synchronize in a climate of compromise the
integrity of its faith? To name a few:
Buddhism, Hinduism, Islamism and
Communism.
Buddhism is a mystical system of communication: an ascetic religion steeped

Judaism and Christianity. It is a system
of religious devotion, whose teeming
millions, garbed in egg-shell turbans and
flowing particolored robes and slashed
sleeves, mouthing while prostrate in
daily prayers contradictory w o r . d s ,
though professing "submission" to the
will of Allah — God — mythical divinity,
and acknowledging Jesus as an authentic prophet—teacher, they confess Him
not that He is the Lord, to the glory of
God the Father: to whom "every knee
should bow, . . . in heaven and in earth."
Seaching for a heroic theme, God and
man combined, the brooding merchant
of Mecca articulated in a flight of Arabic
rhetoric Islam's awesomely fanatical
and distilled dogma, shown in this prolificaHy interlaced monogram. It reads:

The Church Eternal
Meshack P. Krikorian

and forbidding picture the ecumenical
disaster of the human race and its hope
for the future. In a moment of spiritual
fatigue, when flesh got in the way of
Spirit, the eminent ecclesiastic has delivered the funeral oration of the nations
by the uncomfortable doctrine that, "It
is within the providence of God that the
human race should wipe itself off the
face of the earth in a nuclear war."
On the other hand militant atheists in
an attack on the Church are saying,
"Jesus is done for, Christianity is up
against it"; thus mocking the Church and
blocking the road to a more peaceful
world. They confidently look to the
secrets of outer space and project their
assumption that its eventual conquest
would ultimately crucify Christian faith
and (Dio Fottuto!) scuttle God and cancel the Creator and supreme carver out
of His universe.
Note: note "all souls," that the first
century Roman world too thought they
had done "Away with him," that they
were through with Jesus Christ when
they crucified Him on a cross of wood:
only to be overwhelmed by the earthrending event that He was risen from the
dead. He, by a miraculous release was
alive forevermore. Twentieth century
world and civilization too is not through
with Jesus Christ. It is through without
Him. God would survive!
February 15, 1965

in paganism. Its saffron robed devotees
in their tortuous quest for Nirvana and
self-conquest, freedom from creedal and
social friction, in an epidemic of fanatical zeal and ascetic martyrdom have
turned themselves into burning human
torches as in violence-voltaged Viet
Nam. Of such futile gestures, stoical denial of life and suicidal volunteers of
sufferings, "an evident token of perdition," to attain heaven or a reasonable
facsimile of it on earth, the inspired
apostle wrote the history embracing and
eloquently impressive and vigorous argument: "Though I give my body to be
burned, and have not love, it profiteth
me nothing." To God, these martyrdoms
of ascetics and laborious spending of
life are nothing.
Hinduism, of eon-old past with its
numberless divinities and natural objects of worship has its strange and contradictory tenets; reverences cows, yet
seems able to do so little for the subcontinent's human creatures who outnumber by millions the fortunate few.
As to its lofty precepts, and continental
doctrines, believed by its adherents to
have within it faith for all mankind, they
are often the echoes of the ethical excellence and spiritual splendor of the
Sermon on the Mount.
Islamism, with its compounded title, is
a legendary counterfeit and forgery of

"La ILLaha ILLaLLah! Mohammed el
Rasul Ullah! There is no God but Allah,
Mohammed is the apostle of God." Thus
Jesus is dwarfed by the figure of a camel
driver named Mohammed, the selfavowed Arabian imposter, who in order
to achieve a soul with which to rise to
God, claimed the images and inventions
of his mind, "lying divinations—and vain
deceit, after the tradition of man," to
be the supernatural revelation and he
the first human prophet and legislator
of the impenetrable Deity. "Beware of
false prophets—bringing in deadly heresies—the Lord hath not sent them."
Communism, a new form of religion—
a vacuum of echo and emptiness—a selfliquidating regimented tyranny and
tormented life, with the fiery impulse of
religious war, oppresses and lacerates
the "Church in silence" behind the iron
curtain. It has no vital faith of the
people of God where joy races through
their veins in a transcendent spiritual
order and experience.
Faced with this image of theists and
vehement atheists, the day of wrath and
scorn of men, what John Keats the poet
called "the giant agony of the world":
what can the righteous do? To mobilize
the soul-searching vocabulary of an an-
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cient churchman, "If the foundations be
destroyed, what can the righteous do?
— who shall be able to stand?"
What can the righteous do? The righteous can go on being righteous. Lighted
by the Light of the Lord that beats upon
the great white throne, like a rainbow
in full-orbed glory, spanning the gap
from earth to heaven, the righteous is to
live "soberly, righteously and godly, in
this present world." From a great depth
of being, he is to live creatively in glowing and growing witness of the omnipotent and Eternal God who made us
as well as the swinging stars "in glory."
Heaven and earth—this wandering planet, spinning in the whirlpool of spacemight be shaken, but Christ's own great
Church, the visible Kingdom of God on
earth, cannot be moved. Christ's glorious Church will inherit the kingdom,
"an everlasting dominion," throughout
all ages world without end.
Armored with this divine assurance,
no time redemptively, is more propitious for the operation Christian Church
to become a conquering power in the
world than in this nuclear age. By reaffirming her faith and long range hope,
with fewer words, but much more heart,
she will glory in her ancient story: "I
believe in God the Father Almighty,
maker of heaven and earth." The world,
vast and mysterious, is within God's law
and order, and controlled and maintained by His superintending power and
providence. He is infinitely greater than
the universe He created. With Him
size, space and time only reveal His redemptive purpose in a guarded universe.
The Church and churchgoers must
and can repudiate in an apostolic pattern
of Christian courage all of the methods
of totalitarian states to abandon forever
any attempt at coercing conscience or
compelling belief and to restore the royal
freedom which Christ brought to the
children of God. The secret of expanding power of the Cross of Him, who, like
the softening mercy of God, calm, unhurried, confident, charged: "Let not
your heart be troubled" by what science
may discover in space, nor by the unleashing of an atomic Armageddon and
its mortal hazards, neither by theological
double talkers who would repudiate
Christian faith and doctrines. "Ye believe in God, believe also in me."
St. Paul, the veteran apostle, a pure
efflux of the Deity, in a "I owe this to
God" resolution spiritualizes the Levitical code in cogent arguments: "Be ye
not unequally yoked with unbelievers:
for what fellowship hath righteousness
with unrighteousness? and what communion hath light with darkness? And
what concord hath Christ with Belial?
or what part hath he that believeth with
(4)

an infidel?" (II Cor. 6:14, 15). The imperative charge here with the right of
rejection is: "Wherefore come out from
among them, and be ye separate, saith
the Lord."
What then is the destiny of the universal Church? the Ecclesia of God? In
her holy and honourable "striving against
sin," she may have to undergo persecution and sharp distress; in her resistance
"unto blood," she may have the stroke
of martyrdom fall on her in the future
world state. God the Omnipotent whose
voice shaketh the heaven and earth may
prove her to be the birth throe of the
coming Kingdom so as to purge away
the dross and make her worthy of eternal
bliss. In this swift shuttle of the heart,
though some thread may break, the
Church will emerge victorious. In holy
triumph the Christian Church with her
own greater power, ultimate depths and
throbbing vitality will win over militant
atheism, scientific rationalism, materialistic totalitarianism and all secular rivals,
overthrowing with live blow foes within
and without the world state of the
future.
"On the Rock of ages founded" and
rooted firmly on solid foundation, the
blood redeemed saints for its living
stones, nothing can shake the Church
Eternal — the admiration of angels and
the glory of the universe. The hands of
the cosmic clock are approaching "that
great day of God Almighty." The nations in their creative impulse are exhausted; they have fulfilled their task
and the time is drawing near for them
to step off the stage of history.
As for me, O my soul, I shall humbly
follow the train of valiant souls and
t h e i r collective Christian memory,
among them my own martyred parents
and people: "A noble army of men, the
matron and the maid," and the elect
spirits of the race who died in grace "of
all nations, and kindreds, and people,
and tongues, and tribes" who in all ages
of the Church soared above persecution,
peril and pain; and having climbed the
steep ascent to heaven, clothed with
white robes, and with palms in their
hands, now celebrate before the Lamb
and His throne the resources of their
overcoming faith in a reunion with their
God.
O where are kings and empires now,
Of all that went and came?
But, LORD, Thy Church is praying yet
A thousand years the same!
For not like kingdoms of the world
Thy holy Church, O God!
Though earthquake shocks are threatening
And tempests are abroad:
Unshaken as eternal hills,
Immovable she stands,
A mountain that shall fill the earth,
A house not made with hands.

her,

In the hopeless world of our time, the
one hope lies in the Church Eternal, the
greatest reality on earth—the first and
last point in Christian experience, where
eternity penetrates time. Tomorrow belongs to the Church militant of today,
'now looking forward to the Church triumphant, which is the Kingdom of GOD
on earth.
•

The Cross and Calvary

A
strument of shame and punishment.
On such a cross, our Lord Jesus died.
CROSS OF WOOD was an ancient in-

As a result, in many respects, the cross
has become an emblem of Christianity.
It is the world's greatest monument between life and death, between heaven
and hell.
The Old Rugged Cross stands today
and speaks of pardon and peace to the
penitent sinner. The preaching of the
cross, the shedding of the Savior's blood
for the redemption of mankind—this is
the simple story. It is the simple theme
of the Bible, the vital message which
needs to be presented to every individual. Any other so-called Gospel should
be spurned as fraudulent.
Symbolically the cross is identified
with self-denial. "They that are Christ's
have crucified the flesh with the affections and lusts." Resurrected with Him,
they henceforth walk in newness of life.
Scriptural emphasis is not on self-expression, but self-abnegation through
the power of the cross. Paradoxically
the believer rises and reigns with Christ
in proportion to his self-abasement.
To bear our cross is not just to perform uncongenial tasks, to shoulder unpleasant burdens, and bear petty annoyances and personal grievances which
may be brought about by our own
faults and blunders. It is to be true in
times of crucial tests, fiery trials, and
chastenings of the Lord which correct,
discipline, refine, and promote Christian
virtue.
To bear our cross means that Christ
is first; He is supreme in all things. This
will mean that the world will not understand, appreciate, and many times not
accept our lives, principles, and practices. To the overcomer, ransomed by
the precious blood of the slain Lamb,
the way of the cross, that of villification, reproach, ignominy, humiliation,
suffering, and sacrifice for the dear Redeemer's sake is the highway of life, of
triumph and of glory. It is victory plus.
—Q. J. Everest in Moments

with the
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DEPTH IN
REVIVAL
Luke L. Keefer
SET DATE came. The evangelist
THEarrived.
The meetings were con-

ducted. The sermons were delivered.
Altar calls were given. Souls sought
God. Specials in song, pre-sermons, feature nights, group attendance, and
prayer sessions all fell into place. The
closing benediction was pronounced.
The evangelist went home. The pastor
took charge again. The report to the
church paper summarized the whole activity by stating that the Word was delivered faithfully, and only eternity will
reveal the fruit of the revival at Church
X.
But questions arise. What, other than
the routine, took place? What immediate, rather than the unseen eternal, was
begun? What wrecking of the Devil's
strongholds was done? What dry sticks
caught fire? What community shaking
was felt? What defiant sinners gave up?
What waves of prayer and fasting
wrought a visitation from God? What
volume of praise ascended? What awsome glory descended? What continuing and growing burden and vision from
the meeting remained? What unshakable convictions were lodged? What
separation from the world was accomplished? Did everybody, old and young,
press close to God? Did neighbors and
sinners acknowledge there was a revival?
Were congregational differences eliminated and a divine unity by love accomplished? Was there a revival?
The most necessary revival for today
is revival of depth in revival. Our image
of depth in revival is distorted. We see
revival in terms of classic preaching, or
good attendance, or across the board
participation of groups during the meeting, or better stewardship, or statistics
of church accessions, or competitive superiority to the other non-evangelical
neighboring churches, or the effectiveness of good pastoral planning. All these
in themselves are right, but all these as
an image of revival depth are wrong.
What a senile rheumatic invalid old
monster is revered as Revival today!
Depth in revival? Yes, "Please, God,
please!" Prayer is the beginning point.
This point may be one of long standing
—a prayer burden of years or months. It
may be a renewal of zeal in prayer that
comes with the beginning of the meeting
schedule and intensifies throughout the
meeting and continues thereafter along
with the continuing moving of God. But
February 15, 1965

depth of prayer is not to be confused
with the program of prayer. A prayer
program which involves many people in
many prayer meetings leads to prayer
depth, but depth in prayer is a quality
rather than a quantity.
Prayer, fervent prayer, results from, a
clear sense of desperate need. In real revival, prayer becomes more urgent than
preaching, more needful than working
or eating or sleeping, more holy than
form. It is filled with compassion for
others, mellowed with tears and purified by humility and confession before
God for our self-satisfied sameness. It
is a cry for miracle, a longing for God's
presence and glory, a submissiveness to
God's methods and an exaltation of our
Christ with praise and thanksgiving.
When our praying reaches the pure supplication stage, and void of personal motives, then God is free to answer because our requests are aligned with His
will and in the Holy Ghost. Depth praying fosters depth in revival.
A depth revival is an amazement of
voluntary anxious seeking after God.
The matter of difficult altar calls with
much pleading for decision is proof of
a mere surface moving. When sinners
are afraid to remain sinners; when sins
are owned and confessed as so much
filth to get rid of; when self-abhorrence
reaches the point where all others look
good to us and we only are awful; when
deliverance from sin becomes so urgent
that seeking is done at any point during
a service and at any time outside of a
service; when both sinners and believers
openly own their needs and beg for help
from men and God; when a desire for
God's holy anointing exceeds the embarrassment of seeking for it; when seeking God becomes free from denominational concepts and congregational profiteering until every person wants acceptance with God, then revival is running

deep. The proof? Spontaneous, voluntary, sincere seeking.
A depth in revival supported by the
Bible is that of radical drastic determinate aggressive expressive change in the
life of those that seek God. It must be a
change that exhibits praise, devotion,
prayer, witness, joy, satisfaction. There
must be an attending love for God's
people, His house, His word, His service. There must be a parting from the
world — its practices, its pleasures, its
praise, its revelry, its secret orders, its
fashions, its ornaments and attire.
There must be a sense of the sacredness of life and its responsibilities—parenthood, talents, finance, missions, honesty, dependability. There must be a
reconciliation w i t h our fellowmen
through forgiveness and restitution. If
severance from the old is a lingering
pain, if alignment with the new is a galling yoke, if convictions aren't personal,
if we are satisfied to compare with the
average churchman today, we are a chip
on the surface rather than an anchor in
the deep.
Revival depth cannot be contained.
Spiritual joy is a flowing river from within, not a dam holding a reservoir of joy
in memory for future reference. Persons
moved by the Holy Spirit become available for service. It is not thoughtless to
expect that depth in revival will fill every
pulpit vacancy, give recruits to every
missionary call, provide glad workers
for every unpaid church responsibility,
turn every believer into a trustworthy
witness for Christ by word of mouth and
consistent example.
Besides these things, and likewise significant, the finances will be forthcoming
for every phase of the Lord's work when
once the Lord's people will see the Lord
Himself "high and lifted up" and foremost in everything by the anointing of
the Holy Ghost in a depth revival.
•

SAMUEL WOLGEMUTH
NEW PRESIDENT YFCI
WOLGEMUTH was elected the new
president of Youth for Christ International at the
organization's tenth annual midwinter convention in
Pittsburgh, Pa., January 5-8. He moves to this new
position from the post of Vice President for Overseas
Ministry of YFCI for a three year term as the fulltime head of this worldwide organization.
Rev. Wolgemuth currently serves as chairman of
the Board for World Missions of the Brethren in
Christ and as trustee of Messiah College. Prior to
his joining the organization of YFCI he served as pastor of the Waynesboro
congregation and Bishop of what was formerly the Ringgold District.
&EV, SAMUEL
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LETTER BRIEFS
Dr. Alvan Thuma is substituting for the government surgeon at Livingstone while the latter is away on holiday. Having completed
•their six-year term on the field, and with Dr.
Worman at Macha for replacement, the
Thumas are staying on for several months to
give their oldest son, Meryl, time to finish high
school.
The family is living in Livingstone and enjoying the amenities of life there—"still not so
modern and convenient as living in the States,"
writes Ardys, "but easier in many ways than
living on a mission station. However we both
miss the very personal touches with our African friends, even though we contact our
friends at church on Sunday; and I am having a family to dinner Tuesday evening —
teachers from Macha who are down here on
holiday."

To Marry or Not to Marry
Miss I—, just out of high
Lyear,school
and a Christian of about a
came with the news that her older
AST WEEK

brother and mother had arranged for a
meeting for her with a man from Shimonoseki who was interested in marriage.
What should she do? She had already
told her mother she wasn't the least interested in marriage yet. And her mother agreed that she was still quite young.
"But it is a very good offer," the mother insisted, "so why don't you meet him
and see. Perhaps he will not be interested and that will be the end of it."
(By "good offer" is usually meant good
family background and economic status
—not necessarily that the man himself
is a fine person.)
But we remembered an earlier experience. "No," we told her; "supposing he
likes you and insists on marriage. Then
you will be under pressure from his family as well as from your family, and you
might give in. It is easier to refuse without meeting him." She said she had been
thinking the same way but didn't quite
know how to go about it.
So we suggested she sit down with
her mother and tell her frankly how she
felt about marriage—that more than anything else she wanted to have a Christian home, that she didn't want to think
about marriage for several more years,
but that when she did she would like
someone not too much older (this man
was ten years older), that he should be
a Christian, or at least someone who was
interested in seeking and felt a need for
help outside himself.
Later she told us her mother and
brother said, "You are a fool—to be baptized and become a Christian; but go
your own way and learn your own lessons." She also receives much criticism
from her country community for her interest in going to church. The neighbors
don't mention it to her directly, but they
put pressure on her mother and elder
brother (her father is dead): "Your
daughter is not obedient to the old ways.
A young girl should stay at home instead of always going away on Sunday
mornings."
In Japanese society where there is no
absolute standard of right and wrong,
everything is judged by what people
think; and so to do anything contrary to
accepted opinion becomes "wrong" and
disgraceful.
(6)
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Doyle

and Thelma Book with Chari
Stephanie (born August 23rd).

and

•
In spite of all these forebodings of a
difficult pathway ahead, Miss I—, with
her friend of the same age, Miss U—,
chose to be baptized and follow Jesus.
Thelma Book, Nagato

From Radio Personnel
I T WAS our privilege to meet the team repre• senting the International Christian Broadcasters in Delhi for their first Radio Rally in
India on the 14th October. W e sponsored a
reception "Tea" and program for them, about
one hundred attending, including the Christian
leaders of the city. A Radio Rally followed.
On the 17th, we flew on to Bangalore in time
for the dedication of the new studio-Office
building. This was the beginning of a week
of Conference, workshops, and rallies. On
Sunday members of the Team, F E B C Staff and
Suppliers preached in 17 churches in the city.
The work in our New Delhi office was reviewed during staff meetings in Bangalore. I
will take over the Delhi Notebook program
and Leoda will be producing a Keyboard
Melodies program. . . . Mail to and from Box
6 is greatly on the increase.
I had told you about the special gift from a
Harrisburg visitor to our office which enabled
me to acousticise our studio. I did all the work
myself with limited funds and supplies, and
so I was eager to hear what the "experts"
would say as to its quality. When the Team
arrived, Geoffrey Cook (studio engineer for
Livingstone Recordings, London) walked in,
clapped his hands, and exclaimed: "The best
studio I've found in the Orient." . . . Four
engineers listened to tapes we had prepared
and taken along to Bangalore for monitoring,
pronounced them good, and said, "Go ahead!"
Allen Buckwalter, New Delhi

*

a

Our missionaries in Japan enjoyed visits from
the Roy Manns and the Chamberlains, whose
children were in Upland College when the
Books were there. These visitors brought spiritual refreshment and encouragement.
"Sunday morning God gave us a good service here at Nagato," writes Thelma Book. "Numerically speaking alone it was a great encouragement. Just two weeks ago there were
only four people in church, but yesterday
God brought over fifteen, not including the
Manns or us. A speaker in English was the
attraction for a few, but most of the people
have had connection with the church over a
long period of time. If only they would become earnest, supporting Christians, we would
have a strong nucleus for God in Nagato. I
believe the Lord will do His work. . . . W e
told Roy and Esther Mann that it was not
really a typical Sunday morning but we were
glad the Lord used them to bring people together."

#

«

#

Born November 3rd at the Mohulpahari
Christian Hospital, Baby Eric Lowell Mann
began his 250-mile trip back to Madhipura
on the evening of the 7th—the first twenty-five
miles in Dr. Scott's 1963 Rambler Ambassador
station wagon, then by train, ferry across the
Ganges River, train again with several changes,
cycle rickshaw, and finally by jeep from Saharsa to Madhipura. The Manns spent several
hours in Saharsa and met all the Jubilee guests.

#

#

#

The David Carlsons write that they look
back on 1964 as a fruitful year in continuing
to learn and adjust to living in Europe.
. . . "We have enjoyed our radio work immensely and marvel at the way God has
blessed this missionary outreach. Added to the
joy of our service was the privilege throughout the year of entertaining friends from
America, Sweden, South Africa, Yugoslavia,
Germany, England, and Scotland."

Of Missionary
Conferences
of missionary conferences . . .
THISHaveBUSINESS
you considered its revivifying effect
upon the whole church program? Cathedrals
are beautiful from an artistic point of view,
but we remember that they were built in an
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age that largely neglected its evangelism responsibilities.
A church with a missionary vision has little
desire for building cathedrals, elaborate rituals,
and costly vestments. W e do not believe that
the New Testament norm for a place of worship is the Old Testament temple, which held
but the shadow of things to come. Christ has
come and entered the temple made without
hands. W e build His temple by finding room
for Him in the hearts of men and women.
In a lively, provocative article in the September ('64) Moody Monthly, a pastor is quoted
as saying, "Our missions convention revitalized
our church, stirred our young people and gave
us a vision which will produce eternal results.
Souls were saved. The fact is, we decided to
hold such a convention instead of a revival
meeting—and saw greater fruit."
•

December Report from
Bihar, India
• The four Pye children returned
from Woodstock School for a threemonth winter vacation.
• 10,000 lbs. of rice were harvested
from the Barjora Farm—one of the best
yields they ever had.
• Dec. 18 — Saharsa and Barjora
School programs. The schools reopen in
January.
• Dec. 23 — Missionaries' annual
Christmas dinner at Barjora.
•

ANNUAL CHRISTMAS TOUR—Because

the group has become so large, it was
impossible to plan a final get-together in
a village as done in previous years; instead the five different teams disbanded
in the five team centers.
There are 81 Uraon baptized members now.
Harvey Sider was handicapped much
of the month by not being able to drive
at night—generator trouble, therefore no
lights.

• PRE-CHRISTMAS WEEK AT MADHIPURA CHRISTIAN HOSPITAL — Sunday

night: Sunday school program with the
Hindu village children participating;
Monday:
the church gift exchange;
Tuesday night: a Christmas drama, written and directed by Rajendra Rai—this
had taken weeks of practice and was
done very well with a clear Christian
witness to the many villagers who attended; Thursday: the usual Christmas
Eve service, then caroling starting at
12:30; Christmas Day: a service in the
church after which we visited each home
on the compound, drinking tea and
sampling their Christmas sweets.
•

T H E SAHARSA LITERATURE CENTER

sold Rs. 1200 (approximately $250)
worth of Bibles during a special driv-e
Nov. 1 to Dec. 15.
Anna Jean Mann
February 15, 1965

Meet Our Overseas Christians
Talitha Ndlela (Rhodesia)
No. 19
o YOU REMEMBER the shock in 1947
when an outschool pastor was struck
dead by lighning as he was preaching
one Sunday morning at Nsezi. Did you
ever wonder what happened to his
widow?
Here she is—Talitha Ndlela—faithful
nurse at Matopo Mission and mother of
three nearly grown children. She is
known for miles around by the patients
she has helped to cure and will be known
by many more as she continues to serve
in her quiet, dependable way.
She requests prayer that she may remain true amid temptations to discouragement. Pray too that her children will
follow God and for her mother and sister who depend on her for support. •

D

Noti Sibanda
No. 20
EET an infectiously friendly man who
has been busy making pews for
a new church. Mr. Noti Sibanda comes
from Mtshabezi, where you may see him
almost any day doing some sort of carpentry work.
Mr. Sibanda says that he was saved
after marrying a Christian girl. Today
all eight of their children are Christians
and the parents are active in church
work. Mr. Sibanda is noted for his
friendliness to all — friends, strangers,
brown, or white. A young English
policeman said he had never seen elsewhere people so kind and friendly as
in the Mtshabezi area. Sibanda had
made him feel "at home." "Nobody
Pray for Noti Sibanda and his family
knows anything bad about him," say his that each one may advance spiritually
own people.
and may help enlarge God's kingdom. •

M

Africa Field Chairman Elected
receiving nominations from the
A
Board and Field, the World Missions Board elected Ira Stern to a threeFTER

year term as Field Chairman.
This new office arose out of the need
for some person to carry the duties of
General Superintendent — duties which
are distinctly separate from those of a
Bishop. The Field Chairman's respon-

sibilities will include details related to
the health, happiness, housing, and service of the missionaries. This is not a fulltime assignment but will be carried in
conjunction with other duties. The Field
Chairman will also serve as liaison officer between the Board in America and
the Church in Africa.
The Executive Secretary
(7)

Crusaders

Reflections on VS Service

Page Editor's note: Barbara Winger recently
returned to her home congregation in Toronto,
Ontario, after giving a year in Voluntary Service in New York City. She was asked to give
a report of her experiences in a recent evening
service. Part of her interesting account appears below.

Voluntary Service Unit in New
ToneHEYork
is a financing unit — the only
of its kind in the Brethren in Christ

Church. All wages earned by the VSers
go into the VS treasury and all living
expenses for the Unit comes out of this.
After living expenses are taken out there
is approximately a thousand dollars a
month left, which is given to missions.
I might add here that the director, Rev.
Paul Hill helps the VSers secure their
jobs.
When we tell people we receive $10
a month spending money the first year
and $20 a month the
second year, naturally we receive all
kinds of reactions.
Some a d m i r e us
w h i l e others think
something is wrong
with us. True, we do
pinch our pennies,
but I think every
VSer can give witness of how the Lord
has wonderfully provided for each need.
It was May 7, 1961, when the first
VSer, Mary Lou Ruegg from Ridgeway,
Ontario, arrived in New York to begin
service. Since the opening of this unit
there has been a total of 27 VSers. Fourteen have already completed their term
of service.
Many questions come to us, such as
"How many people are now in the unit
and what do they do." Most of the VSers
work at St. Barnabas Hospital which is
located approximately one mile from
Fellowship Chapel. Their various jobs
are: operating room assistant, messenger
girl, ward clerk, lifter (which involves
lifting disabled patieints in and out of
bed), pushing patients, and porter
(which means cleaning up in the operating room after an operation) At present there are 13 VSers in the unit.
The VSers not only serve financially
but also by service in the total program.
We have a monthly schedule posted on
second floor which each VSer must
check to see when he might have devo-
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tions, be service leader, song leader,
song leader, play piano or organ, and
participation in special music,
participation in specia music. This gives
each VSer an opportunity to share in the
services and sometimes talents are discovered which otherwise might not have.
Also, Christ's Crusaders plan programs
for every other Sunday evening.
Perhaps I should mention that the
Mission itself consists of four floors and
we VSers are able to stay right there.
Third and fourth floors are occupied by
VSers, while second floor is the Hill's
home and first floor is the chapel where
we worship. Also, at the front of the
chapel is an apartment where Rev. and
Mrs. Roy Mann stay. The basement is
useful, too, with a shop room, recreation
room and kitchen facilities.
Last spring property in Brooklyn was
purchased for a chapel and living quarters. The last of April the Brooklyn
congregation was privileged to worship
in their new chapel for the first time.
It took many hours of labor to make
this chapel presentable for services.
It is our privilege to give programs
other than in Fellowship Chapel. The
first Sunday afternoon of each month is
devoted to presenting a program at the
Bowery Mission on Skid Row. To see
the depths of sin into which some men
have fallen is pitiful, to say the least, and
so it is with a challenge that we present
the programs to try to help these men
find the way through Christ.
Also, one Sunday evening a month we
endeavor to bring a bit of comfort and
cheer to the old folks at a nursing home.
Usually we divide into two groups to
provide services for five floors of patients.
On one occasion, after we had completed our services and were in the
process of putting on our outside apparel, one of the girls could not locate
a borrowed coat she had worn. Upon
investigation we discovered a new patient proudly sporting the coat and insisting that her husband had bought it
and was coming at midnight to take her
out so she must have this coat to wear.
No amount of persuasion could convince
her to remove the coat, so all efforts
were stopped until she retired for the
night. We finally were permitted to take
the coat from her the next day.

A VSer may be called upon to perform any type of task at any time. Last
spring the Pastor received a telephone
call at midnight requesting him to perform a marriage as soon as the couple
could find their way to the chapel. After
* much questioning as to why it had to be
at that time and so on, he could see
no reason not to marry them so he consented. But wait a minute! . . . there
must be witnesses—so at one o'clock in
the morning, two VSers witnessed a
wedding.
This past summer for two weeks each
evening at 7:00 we had daily vacation
Bible school for the first time. The response was amazing. The first night attendance was about 79 and the highest
was 124. Children came enthusiastically
and we teachers felt our efforts were a
great success. The Junior class was the
largest with an average attendance of
28 and one night 34.
There is also a layette program at
Felowship Chapel. Our first layette
was given out June, 1961. This has
proven to be an open door for presenting the gospel of Jesus Christ. We give
out approximately 125 layettes a year.
Most of the homes are Spanish and
colored of a middle and poor class.
Esther Robinson, our representative,
spends full time going into these homes.
When she first visits homes she usually
has some Bible reading and prayer and
presents them with a Gospel of John
and a tract. Most of the mothers who
have been saved have had Catholic backgrounds. I know Esther would appreciate your prayers.
I should perhaps mention that we
purchased Camp Brookhaven just recently. This camp is located 75 miles
from New York City and 200 miles from
Harrisburg in the foothills of the beautiful Catskills. A mountain brook meanders through it; providing a lake
and swimming. The principal purpose
of Camp Brookhaven is to provide spiritual guidance, moral training and character building for boys and girls of New
York City.
I had the opportunity of being a member of the Ladies Quartet along with
Mary Lou Ruegg, Edna Hill and Gloria
Hill. We took trips to various Pennsylvania churches where we gave programs.
We feel that the four words "We will
give ourselves" taken from Acts 6:4
ought to be the sentiment of each VSer's
heart. The Voluntary Service workers
who have taken this as their motto have
found that their work has been more enjoyable, meaningful and rewarding. I
would conclude by saying that my time
spent in VS work was most valuable,
challenging and a year I shall never
regret or forget.
•
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Matopo Book Room Sales on
the Increase

the months of July up to DeD cember's
end, 1964, sales were more
URING

than 170% of those in the same months
of 1963. The last two months have seen
a lot of unexpected (to us) new customers come in, and we are challenged to
do more in the way of a literature ministry now that this should be more financially possible.
As we look towards 1965, our hearts
praise God for the exciting developments
in Christian literature here. A number
of books and Sunday School materials
written especially for Africans will be
available early this year. Two of our colporteurs have had some very interesting
experiences the past several weeks, and
we are convinced many hearts in Rhodesia are ready for God's message.
Also in 1965, a sufficient number of
vernacular tracts will be available
through World Literature Crusade for
church members to visit every home with
a written Gospel message. Will you pray
with us that Christians will be ready to
use these Swords of the Spirit, and that
the homes that they visit will be receptive to the Gospel?
[From an earlier letter] . . . But the
sales boom has created problems. For
instance: how to store over three mil-

lion exercise books and one million tracts
in the same storeroom.
Fortunately, neither exercise books nor
tracts will stay there long. The tracts
will be distributed by Christians active
for the Lord; and the exercise books will
be bought by teachers for their schools
or by children who come directly to the
store. In the next three months, thousands of Bibles and school textbooks will
be taken from our store and sold in communities over 200 miles away by missionary and African school superintendents.
TEAM EFFORT . . .

As we see needy thousands receiving
God's Word, we are conscious that we
are only part of a team effort. We continually see the dedicated service given
by missionary teachers, doctors, nurses,
and administrators. We are challenged
to deeper consecration as we see the
enthusiasm of African Christians to witness in a hostile environment. And we
realize all this possible because you [in
America] — the most important part of
the team—are faithful in your prayers
for and support of God's program here.
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MEET OUR OVERSEAS
CHRISTIANS

Makotitshi Moyo, Rhodesia
No. 21
ou KNOW I am going to tithe. Last
Sunday I got up and told the people.
I told them I am a bad woman. I am
a thief. But I am going to give my tithe
now."
"Have you never tithed before?"
"No, I always gave my offering, and
when
there was something special I gave
Don Zook, Bulawayo
also. I thought I needed my money to
buy things for myself and my mother.
But Nkosazana Frey gave me a book
about tithing: God talked to me, but I
didn't think I could. But now I will."
God has blessed Makotitshi since last
it after he had received his glasses. He
said he has not been able to read for year when she made this decision. Her
some time. It was also a joyful experi- old mother who had never made a proence to watch an evangelist who has had fession accepted Christ that day. Makogreat difficulty reading in his services titshi said to her missionary later, "You
read after being fitted properly.
know my mother really repented. She
Mr. Thompson can use old glasses. If confessed her sins and when they would
anyone is interested in collecting such bring her beer, she said, 'No, I don't
and sending them to him we'll be want it.' 'Why?' 'I have repented.'
happy to send you his address if you 'When did you repent?' 'The day Nkosiwrite us.
kazi was here.'
One of the greatest physical changes
Makotitshi is a teacher who is near
about the mission has been the installaretirement
age. She was brought to the
tion of an electrical lighting plant. It
mission
when
a little girl and stayed
has only been in operation for approximately two weeks and is depending on there for a number of years without rea borrowed generator and engine, but turning home. She was saved as a
we're hoping it is not too long until our young girl, but went far from the Lord
plant will be completely repaired and later. Since her whole-hearted return to
installed.
the Lord, she is faithfully serving Him
Do remember us in your prayers that in her home school, Sizeze. She is loved
we may each day be faithful to the tasks by her little beginners and is a blessing
assigned us.
to other Christians.
The Keith Ulerys, Zambia
Thata Book

Y

News Notes — Sikalongo Mission
the visit of Brother
W
W. O. Winger to Sikalongo. He
held a week of revival services in which
E HAVE ENJOYED

he warmed our hearts. Many stayed for
spiritual help. The simplicity of his message and his deep concern for each lost
soul has borne much fruit. Truly he is
a father in Israel, a true Christian gentleman.
The newest type of missionary endeavor we have seen was that of the MISSION-

ARY OPTICAL SERVICE. Its founder,

Mr.

Thompson of Sussex, spent a day with
us, examining eyes and prescribing the
needed glasses. In some cases he immediately supplied the glasses. For
others he will have to make them up and
send them here from England. People
pay as they are able; his most expensive
pair costs approximately twenty dollars.
To one dear evangelist who could not
pay he gave a pair. What a delight it
was to see one heathen man whonrwe
did not even know could read open a
Tonga Bible and read very well from
February 15, 1965
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General Fund Statement

Home Missions and Extension
Board for Home Missions and ExTHEtension
in their mid-winter meeting

felt that God's time had come for them
to decide upon definite plans for extension work in 1965. For its completion on
schedule, earnest prayer support of the
Church will be needed, along with the
maintenance of a high level of sacrificial giving.
Anyone who has at some time or other
been associated with a church building
program, whether in cinder block and
hardboard, brick and plaster, or stone
and craftsman furniture — no matter
when, where, or how—certainly anyone
who has enjoyed the fellowship of build- Church at Hunlock Creek, Pa., partially deing a house unto the Lord will be con- stroyed by fire. This picture was taken before
the fire.
scientiously interested in what his brethren are undertaking in a neighboring
property for a mission in one of the
state or province.
So, please read. Engage your "prayer Spanish sections of the city.
bones" for a little serious overtime at the
MCMINNVILLE, TENNESSEE
throne of grace. Then pick up your
The
Central Conference is going forshare of the helping load like a New
ward with plans for this extension
Testament "cheerful giver."
church. Our Tennessee congregations
have something of triangular solidarity
SPANISH WORK
with approximately thirty miles between
From, a nationwide survey it has been
them.
found that presently our most receptive
O, you've seen this picture before—the
group to the Gospel are Latin AmeriMcMinnville
parsonage? And you've
cans. Here they are, right among us.
What an opportunity to reach them! seen that church sign stuck in the
There are large settlements of Spanish- ground? Well, now you can begin to
speaking people within a few blocks of look for the church itself. This fastFellowship Chapel. And an additional growing little city affords excellent optwelve hundred of them migrate to New portunity for us in extension. It is
planned that the pastor assigned to the
York City every year.
Several families are now worshiping work here will also direct the building
at Fellowship Chapel. With them for a program. May God enlarge our Chrisnucleus, it is planned to began Spanish tian witness in this place.
services at the Chapel on Sunday afterHUNLOCK CREEK, PA.
noons. Rev. Paul Hill, the Mission SuBrethren in Christ work in the Five
perintendent, will be in charge. We are
thankful for Christian ministers of Span- Forks Community nearby began with a
fruitful revival meeting in 1948. The
ish tongue who will cooperate.
When growth of this project seems to community requested that the Mission
justify, it is planned to rent or purchase Board continue to supervise the work.

Quarter

Ended

December

31,

1964

Receipts and Balances
Canadian Bal., Oct. 1
$ 1,731.71
USA Bal., Oct. 1
192.77
Canadian Receipts ___$ 7,034.54
USA Receipts
19,356.40
USA Non-Budgeted
Receipts
2,801.60 $29,192.54
Total Receipts
..$31,117.02
Disbursements
ADMINISTRATION

Executive Secretary
480.00
Board Travel
742.25
Promotion
70.35
Office, secretaries, administration & supplies .... 1,188.27

$ 2,480.87

FIELD

Subsidies
$22,114.60
Special subsidies
535.93
Specials
668.88
Annuity Interest
164.05
Moving of workers
325.24
Scholarships, tuitions „
125.00
Reserve for
750.00
Concord 1963
Reserve for
650.00
Concord 1964

$25,333.70

NON-BUDGET

Special Gifts —
$
338.51
Interest
53.67
Repayment of Loan .... 2,000.00 $ 2,392.18
Total Disbursements
$30,206.75
General Fund Balance,
Dec. 31, 1964
..$ 910.27
Analysis of Balance
..$
USA Balance
Canada Balance
$
We thank God for the excellent
our brotherhood during the last
1964, making it possible for the
Home Missions and Extension to
meet its budget for the year.

166.40
743.87
910.27

response of
quarter of
Board for
more than

In November of 1963 their house of
worship was badly damaged by fire. The
building was too old to justify repair;
facilities for Christian education were
lacking; and parking space was limited.
It is therefore planned to build a new
church this summer, on a donated twoacre plot of ground about two miles to
the west. The 32' x 5(7 structure is estimated to cost about eighteen thousand
dollars. A considerable amount of donated labor is anticipated, and accounts
for the conservative outlay in money.
Dedication is set for the fall of 1965.
(This project was originally planned for
1964.) Pray that the Lord will strengthen their hands for the work.
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA

Lot at McMinnville, Tennessee.
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You have seen this church sign too?
It marks a corner lot in the Sun Valley
(Continued on page twelve)
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STUDENT OF THE MONTH
EDMUNDO MADRID — GUATEMALA
Though it was not the usual time for the
arrival of new students at Upland College, a
young man with the sparkling dark eyes, the
olive complexion, and the accented English of
a Latin American appeared at the college.
Edmundo Madrid came from Chiquimula, a
major city of Guatemala, to study at Upland
and to prepare himself for fuller Christian
service in the Society of Friends in his native
land.
Mundo, as the young man was soon called,
immediately plunged into the task of mastering
the English language. For the balance of that
first semester, the student audited classes and
prepared to undertake study in a new language.
Edmundo registered for a full load of regular
college study the second semester that year.
This was a large undertaking for one whose
previous schooling, including a year of university — had been in Spanish.
A diligent and able student, Edmundo Madrid found the work quite demanding; however, he persisted and successfully completed
the semester. With his grasp of English improving and his reading rate increasing, college
work became less frustrating and more enjoyable for the Guatemalan. These developments,
however, were not a signal for easing up in his
work. Indeed, Edmundo's eagerness to learn
and diligence in study cost him physical difficulty with his eyes.
Edmundo carried a considerable load of
work and activity along with his studies. His
sponsorship by the California Yearly Meeting
of the Society of Friends was supplemented by
work in the college dining room. On weekends he was often called upon to speak in
church services throughout Southern California.
With studies, work, and church contacts Edmundo made time in his program for Christian
activities on the campus and in the Christian
service program off campus.
After two years at Upland, in 1961, Edmundo Madrid returned to Guatemala to enter
service in the Friends field. His first assignment was with the Indians in the interior of
Guatemala. A year of this work was followed
by an assignment as pastor at Chiquimula.
Here the spiritual warmth and genial enthusiasm of the young pastor led to rapid, substantial growth of the church.
Edmundo loved his work, but he felt that
it was important for him to return to the
United States to finish college. In 1963 the
way opened for the former student to return to
Upland. He grasped the opportunity and was
again immersed in study at the college.
In December, at the conclusion of the first
trimester of the year 1964-65, Edmundo completed his course at Upland College, graduating with an A.B. degree and a fine academic
record. His specialization was Bible and R e ligion.
In two chapel periods near the end of the
trimester before his graduation, Edmundo
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shared with the college community something
of his plans and purposes. He told frankly of
the culture shock of a Latin American student
coming to America and entering studies here.
Edmundo indicated awareness of numerous
privileges which had been his through many
friends. He shared his plans to pioneer in
Christian literature sales and distribution in
his home town along with teaching in the
Bible school there.
A future of effective service and blessing
under God's grace are indicated for this young
man. His keen insights into the Word, the
work and the world; his sense of mission and
love for the work; and his devotion to Christ
and His cause in Guatemala point to a life
of usefulness for Edmundo. Upland is enriched
because Edmundo Madrid has been a part of
this community of learning.
Owen Alderfer,
Chaplain
Upland
College
MESSIAH COLLEGE

CHORAL SOCIETY BEGINS
SPRING TOURS
February 28, New Guilford and Cross Roads;
March 14, Skyline View and Lancaster; March
26 through April 4th, the extended tour through
western Pennsylvania, Ohio and Michigan.
COLLEGE-CHURCH SEMINAR
January 7 the faculty and administration of
Messiah College met with the regional bishops,
secretaries of the Foreign and Home Mission
Boards, and representatives of the Ministerial
and Examining Board. President D. Ray Hostetter presented a paper on the role of Messiah
College in the life of the church. This was
followed by dialogue with each of the church
leaders as to the role they feel Messiah ColIge should play in the life of the church.
Out of this framework of discussion emerged
a common concern that Messiah College shall
continue to emphasize academic preparation
which includes a dynamic concern for a spiritual commitment and Christian service. It was
also felt that Messiah College must provide a
strong denominational orientation so that
church young people can become acquainted
with church leaders and can build strong appreciation for the background and the opporCOLLEGE DAYS MARCH 5 AND 12
A busy day of class visits, talking
with administrators, discussing major
fields of study, making friends with students and faculty and in the evening the
annual Sunday school basketball tournament.
Registration from 9:30 to 10. Lunch
is provided.
If you plan to attend, please write the
Admissions Office, Messiah College,
Grantham, Pennsylvania.

MEMO FROM THE PRESIDENT
DISPUTING WITH TYRANNUS
St. Paul must surely have needed a holiday
to take two years from valuable missionary
activity to teach in a heathen school in Ephesus! What a waste of missionary resources!
Had the church been organized properly, he
should have been sent to the interior of Britain
for one term.
Really, is Billy Graham in London doing
the work of the church more truly than a representative of Christian schools? We must not
forget our responsibility to witness to the
heathen of the ivory tower as well as to those
of the Ivory Coast. Could we not well alternate with Tyrannus in using the professor's or
teacher's chair in sounding out the message
of the gospel?
Tyrannus suggests tyranny, which for the
ancients provided an authority which our
church lacks. Nobody considers the minister of
the church to be more than a pious man; he
has to teach as the scribes, and not with authority. We do place our confidence, however, in
teachers. The professor is high up the pole
of prestige. If we want to arrest the attention
of our society we must speak as teachers.
There are abundant precedents for our role,
from Samuel to St. Paul.
Sunday schools do not have the ring of
authority. Weekday schools do. W e must arrange with Tyrannus to let us use his "facilities," or hire our own house to teach the lesson of salvation.
We are not borrowing a front of authority
in recapturing the school room. It was the
church who started schools in our society; we
must resume the teaching ministry if we are
not to expire in a babble of tongues or a flurry
of organization.
Harold W. Nigh
Niagara Christian College
trinities for service within the Brethren in
Christ Church. A further concern developed
in that similar discussion should be arranged
when the church and college can think together on the role of the church in relation to
Messiah College.
DEAN'S LIST FOR FIRST SEMESTER
A total of 34 students averaged B-|- thus
qualifying them for recognition on the Dean's
List. The following list of students ranked at
the top of their classes for the first semester:
5th year, John Stoner, Grantham, Pa.—Th B
Senior, Neil Sider, Sherkston, Ont.—Math
and Chemistry.
Junior, Charles Walters, Grantham, Pa. —
Chemistry
Sophomore, Katharine Berdanier, Rochester,
New York—History.
Freshman, Mary Walters, Grantham, Pa. —
English.
Second semester enrollment is 285. Twenty
new students have enrolled for this semester
making a total enrollment for year of 313.
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(Continued from page ten)
Development along Route 11 north of
Roanoke, which the developer offered to
the Brethren in Christ Church for twenty-five hundred dollars. It was purchased in 1963.

(From editorial notes in the
Evangelical Visitor, March 1, 1888)

W

very encouraging
reports from different fields of labor and we are glad to note the activity
manifested by some of our ministers and
Churches. We hope good results will
follow where not already apparent.
"From the reports we have received,
we condense the following. Brother A.
Stoner writes that in connection with
Bros. A. Myers and J. W. Byers, they
held a meeting of over two weeks duration in Good's Meeting house in Carroll
Co., 111., which resulted in two conversions and others being convicted, with
increased interest among members.
"From Stark Co., O., we have had
several letters at different times giving
very encouraging accounts of the work
there. This is in Bro. Hershey's district.
It shows that the brethren there are alive
to their duty. We note first that brother
Isaac Trump commenced a series of
meetings at Sippo Meeting-house, in the
western part of Stark Co., Ohio, continuing over a week. We did not learn the
particulars of this meeting.
"From there he went to the Valley
Chapel, east of Canton, and in connection with the home laborers there commenced a series of meetings with good
results. At this writing, Feb. 17th, there
were 12 or 15 conversions; three had
united with the Church. Brother Trump
had been several weeks in Ohio and
returned home; but the Brethren at home
there continued the meeting and were
rejoicing in the fruits of their labors.
"We note from the names that were
given us that one especial cause for joy
among those dear brethren and sisters
there is that their children are coming
out on the Lord's side. Too often is it
the case that the children of the Brethren are led away from the church of
their parents to unite with some more
fashionable churches, or perhaps still
worse to wander out in forbidden paths
of sin. But, thanks be to God, for leading those dear ones in the narrow way!
Brethren, continue the good work if it
takes, all winter, and permit us to rejoice with you; we know what your
joys are."
•
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Theological Seminary, was guest speaker for
the Adult Christ's Crusaders of Fairland congregation, Pa., Sunday evening, January 24.
His topic was "A Christian's Responsibility in
Racial Problems."
The Green Grove congregation, Pa., hosted
the Centre County Hymn Sing, Sunday afternoon, January 24.
Stan Reilly, student from Taylor University,
spoke in Christ's Crusaders Day worship service, Sunday morning, February 7, Village congregation, Nappanee, Indiana.
The morning worship services of Waynesboro congregation, Pa., were broadcast during
the month of January on Station WAYZ.

E ARE RECEIVING

Rev. Forest L. Huffman, director of United
Missionary Home, New Carlisle, Ohio, was
guest speaker in the morning and evening
services, Sunday, January 24, Springfield, Ohio.
Dr. Morton Dorsey, Circleville, Ohio, a
former president of NHA, spoke in the Sunday
evening worship service, January 10, Grantham,
Building lot, Roanoke, Virginia.

Construction of the Christian education plant is planned to begin early in
July of this year, to be ready for dedication by fall. This 40' x 65' area will
cost about forty-five thousand. The sanctuary will be built as a subsequent
project.
These various extensions are not
merely to enlarge the Church: they are
to enlarge our witnessing mission for the
glory of God. Let us keep this in focus
as we put ourselves individually into the
work. And God speed all we do in the
Name of Christ
•

CHURCH NEWS
BULLETIN-BITS
Francis Winger has been chosen to serve
as lay minister of the Bertie congregation, Ontario, for the year 1965.
Rev. Robert L. Draper, Mid-Eastern representative, presented a charter to the Grantham
Battalion of the Christian Service Brigade, Sunday morning, January 3rd, Grantham congregation, Pa.
The College Age Fellowship of Upland congregation, Calif., has begun a new discussion
series, "The Church in Perspective." On Sunday evening, January 17, Dr. Owen Alderfer spoke to them about our early church
history.
A service of installation for Pastor Wilbur
Benner was held in the newly organized Freedom Brethren in Christ Church, St. Petersburg,
Florida, Sunday morning, January 24.
Dr. Ernest Boyer was speaker for the groundbreaking service of the Kern View Psychiatric
Hospital, Bakersfleld, Calif., Sunday afternoon,
January 17.
Dr. Gabriel Fackre, professor of Historical
Theology and Christian Ethics of Lancaster

Pa.

Rev. John Garman Saskatoon, Sask., was
guest speaker in the Sunday morning service,
January 31, Chino, Calif.
The Women's Fellowship, Lancaster, Pa., in
their January 26 meeting, heard Miss Mary
Rutt, a missionary from the Congo.
A baptismal service for nine persons was
held by the New Guilford congregation, Pa.,
Sunday morning, January 17.
Rev. Albert H. Engle, Grantham, Pa., spoke
in the Sunday morning worship service, January 17, Conoy, Pa.
The Herald of Christ Award, highest achievement in Christian Service Brigade, was awarded to Morris Book of the Upland congregation,
Calif., Sunday evening, January 17. The message of the evening was given by CSB representative, David Roe.
Rev. Harlan Wright, Fort Wayne Bible College, assisted with music in the week-end
services during evangelistic meetings at Christian Union, Indiana. Charles Rife served as
evangelist.
Mountain View Chapel, Colo., climaxed
Christ's Crusaders Day, January 3 1 , with the
showing of the film, "I Saw Aucas Pray."
Pastor Ralph Palmer, Fairview congregation,
Ohio, participated in a radio program, "Meet
the Pulpit," over station WFCJ-FM, Saturday,
January 23.
The biography and hymns of Fanny J. Crosby were emphasized in a unified service on
Sunday, January 24, Shenks congregation, Pa.
Glenn Ginder has resigned as pastor of the
Chambersburg congregation, Pa.; he will assume the pastorate at Elizabethtown, Pa.
A class from Conoy Sunday School, Pa., had
charge of vespers at the nearby Crippled Children's Hospital, Sunday evening, January 24.
Eight persons were baptized at Hollowell,
Pa., Sunday evening, January 17.
Dr. Clyde Narramore has purchased land
east of Harrisburg, Pa., for a counselling center.
This will be located very near the Skyline View
Brethren in Christ Church.
Union Rescue Mission, Hagerstown, Md.,
gave a program to New Guilford congregation,
Pa., Sunday evening, January 17, telling of
their ministry.

Evangelical

Visitor

Rev. Walter Thomas and Rev. Don Crocker,
Spring Arbor College, Michigan, were guest
speakers for week-end services, January 29-31,
Dearborn Heights congregation.
A youth "Prayer Breakfast" began Christ's
Crusaders Day at Fairview, Ohio, February 7.
Mr. Dale Hess, teacher at Stebbins High School,
spoke to them in the morning worship service.
Red Lion, Pa.
Larry Moyer was guest speaker in December
at a Christ's Crusaders banquet held at Lytles
Restaurant, Dallastown. H e gave a report of
his recently completed trip to Brazil with the
Youth for Christ Teen Team.
Evangelist Harry Hock ministered to us in
evangelistic services in November. There were
those who received spiritual help during the
two-week services, and two evenings later a
44-year-old man accepted the Lord in his home.
Attorney Roger Irwin, Carlisle, told us of
his personal encounter with Jesus Christ at our
Rally Day. In the evening service the Walter
Martin family spoke and showed pictures of
their relief activities in Jordan. They were
accompanied by Costandy Stephen Saba, a
native of Jordan.
Two new families from our community have
recently enrolled in our Sunday school.
Uniontown Mission Pastorate, Ohio
Our young people and children participated
in the MCC blanket drive in November. By
canvassing the community and congregation,
they collected 26 blankets and $29.50 for purchase of more blankets. They attached a
scripture verse and the name of the congregation to each blanket. As the pastor offered a
prayer of dedication, many were moved to
tears as they thought of the comfort these
blankets would bring.
Pastor Henry Heisey and Evangelist William
Charlton contacted more than forty homes during our fall revival. The messages of our evangelist were ' pracical and give with love. A
number of children and young people sought
the Lord. A Lovefeast was observed the final
week end with 45 communicants taking part.
During the Christmas program given by the
Sunday school, an offering of over $50 was
received for the support of a missionary child.
The end of the old year found us in our
regular prayer meeting with a new feature, "a
problem burning ceremony." More than twenty
persons came forward to the altar where they
placed upon a small grill filled with live coals
a paper listing their worries, failures and mistakes. As they witnessed them going up in
smoke, they offered a personal prayer to God
for help in the coming year.
In the past year, five applicants were baptized and three received into church membership. A dedication of children was also held.
Hanover, Pa.
W e joined in our Watch Night Service with
the Nazarene, Holiness Christian and Pilgrim
Holiness Churches. Our hearts were warmed
as we realized more fully what God could do
through us as we work together.
Rupert Turman was evangelist during our
fall revival. God's presence was in our midst.
Special musical groups joined us for some of
these services: the Missionaires from Canada
and the Singing Zims.
During our Youth Conference, three young
men from Teen Challenge and their counsellor
were with us. They gave testimonies how God
saved them from the dope habit. Dr. Arthur
Climenhaga brought us challenging messages
during this conference.
*
Our young people shared with neighboring
congregations in a York County Christ's Crusaders meeting. They joined in a campfire
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service on Saturday evening, and on Sunday
evening the Locust Grove Christ's Crusaders
gave us a program. Their pastor, Dale Singer,
gave an evangelistic message.
God has blessed us with a number of conversions in new families; these have joined our
congregation in 1964. We also saw our first
two young men enter I-W service.

Slagenweit, Jesse, Ralph, Mrs. Margaret Heise,
Mrs. Esther Richwine, Allyne Friesen and
their families. One grandson, Charles Friesen
and his family, could not be present.
Rev. and Mrs. Friesen have given dedicated
service to the church which is so close to
their hearts. May God continue to use them
in His service.

Colyer, Pa.
The Colyer and Green Grove congregations
began 1965 in prayer in their annual Watch
Night Service. '"Ye have not passed this way
before," was tire theme chosen by host pastor,
Charles L. Lehman. Rev. Bert Winger and
Rev. Stephen Heisey brought messages in
relation to missions and community life. Green
Grove Christ's Crusaders presented a skit; those
from Colyer held a Twenty Questions quiz.
There was a lively impromptu period and a
variety of congregational and special singing
groups throughout the program. As the midnighc hour neared, Rev. Samuel Oldham, New
Cumberland, challenged the worshippers to a
Spirit-filled new year.
We were host to the community Week of
Prayer Services in January. Pastors of the
Tusseyville ministerium participated in the
three nights of united prayer studies.

Revival Services
John Arthur Brubaker at Abilene, Kansas,
February 10-21.

Speedwell Heights, Pa.
W e observed missionary day with the Jacob
Shenk family on Sunday, January 24. Rev.
Shenk spoke in the morning service, telling
some animal tales that the children enjoyed,
and challenging us to join in the concerns of
the missionary and the African church.
At noon most of the congregation shared in
a lunch at the home of Mr. and Mrs. John
Wolfe. Rev. Shenk showed several hundred
pictures that were enjoyed particularly by the
hunters and builders of our congregation.
In the evening service Mrs. Shenk told about
a four hour trip by bicycle to minister in an
African village, and Rev. Shenk emphasized
the need to acquaint ourselves with the unsaved and to make God's business our business.
Rev. and Mis. P. B. Friesen Celebrate
50th Wedding Anniversary
Rev. and Mrs. P. B. Friesen were married
in the home of Mrs. Friesen's parents, the
late Bishop and Mrs. D. R. Eyster, on November 26, 1914, at Thomas, Oklahoma.
Rev. and Mrs. Friesen have been in Christian service over forty years, serving as pastor
and bishop in the Bethany community at
Thomas, and later as mission pastor at three
churches in Adair County, Kentucky. They retired from full time service in 1964 and now
live in West Milton, Ohio.
Earlier in the summer the couple's children,
grandchildren and one great-grandchild held
a family reunion at the Ohio Memorial Holiness
Camp. Attending the reunion were Mrs. Ruth

BRUBAKER — Karen Lucille, born December
11, 1964, to Dr. and Mrs. Samuel M. Brubaker,
Philadelphia, Pa.
DOHNEH — Keith Scott, born December 9,
1964, to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Dohner, Jr., Chestnut Grove congregation, Ohio.
FARVER — Richard Samuel, born December
29, 1964, to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Farver,
Shenks congregation, Pa.
HAWKINS—Wayne Harold, born October 11,
1964, to Mr. and Mrs. Lisle Hawkins, Bertie
congregation, Ontario.
MYERS—Kathy Jeanette, born July 4, 1964,
to Mr. and Mrs. Glenn E. Myers, Mt. Tabor
congregation, Pa.
REAMAN — Brenda Jane, born August 14,
1964, to Mr. and Mrs. Keith Reaman, Bertie
congregation, Ontario.
REDCAY — Jeanine Louis, born January ,17,
1965, to Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Redcay, Shenks
congregation, Pa.
SAHONIC—Kelly Ann, born January 20, 1965,
to Mr. and Mrs. Francis Sahonic, Fairland congregation, Pa.
W I N G E R - C l y d e Franklin, born October 14,
1964, to Mr. and Mrs. Francis Winger, Bertie
congregation, Ontario.

FAHNESTOCK-BARNETT—Miss Rene Barnett,
daughter of Mrs. Charles Barnett, became the
bride of Mr. Glenn Fahnestock on February
7, 1985. The ceremony was performed by Pastor Paul L. Snyder in the Carlisle Brethren in
Christ Church, Pa.
HERMAN-BOYER — Miss Ruth Ann Boyer,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Boyer, was
united in marriage to Mr. Lloyd Herman, Jr.,
January 24, 1965. The ceremony was performed in the Carlisle Brethren in Christ
Church, Pa., Pastor Paul L. Snyder, officiating.
HOCK-MILLER—Miss Beverly Miller, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Miller, Roaring Springs,
Pa., became the bride of Mr. Delmas Hock,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Hock, Newburg,
December 26, 1964. The ceremony was performed in the Carson Valley Church of the
Brethren, Rev. D. I. Pebble, officiating.

Rev. and Mrs. P. B. Friesen.

KING-HORN—Miss Geraldine Horn, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Horn, became the bride
of Mr. Charles King, October 31, 1964. The
ceremony was performed in the Carlisle Brethren in Christ Church, Pa., Pastor Paul L.
Snyder, officiating.
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EYSTER—Catherine M. Eyster, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Eyster, was born February 2, 1912, and departed this life January 15,
1985. She resided at Thomas, Oklahoma. She
was converted at an early age and later united
with the Bethany Brethren in Christ Church.
She is survived by three brothers and six
sisters.
Funeral services were held at Bethany Brethren in Christ Church, Pastor Henry F . Landis
and Bishop Alva Swartzendruber in charge.
Interment was in Bethany church cemetery.
FHEY—Rev. Henry T. Frey, born June 13,
1877, passed away January 25, 1965. He formerly resided in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania.
In 1920 he felt God's call, and with his wife,
Katie, he moved to Lycoming County where he
established Fox Hollow Church. His great
interest was the welfare of men's souls. In
1944 he moved to Messiah Home, Harrisburg,
where he continued his service to Christ as
opportunity afforded. He was a faithful correspondent and especially enjoyed writing to
overseas missionaries.
He is survived by one daughter, Mrs. Margaret Kline, Montoursville; one sister, Mrs.
Harry Eshenbaugh; and eight grandchildren,
two of whom, Mrs. Donald Zook and Paul
Kline, are in the service of the church in Rhodesia, Africa.
Funeral services were held at Messiah Home
Chapel, Rev. Leroy Yoder, officiating. Further
services were conducted at Mastersonville
Brethren in Christ Church, Rev. H. H. Brubaker and Rev. Monroe Dourte in charge. Burial
was in the Mastersonville cemetery.
HOSTETTER—Glenn L. Hostetter was born
November 10, 1931, at Refton, Pa., and departed this life suddenly through an auto- accident December 23, 1964. He was the youngest
son of Dr. and Mrs. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., Palmyra, Pa., and was united in marriage to
Dorothy Shearer Hostetter. In 1956 he went to
St. Katherine's School of the Episcopal Church,
Davenport, Iowa, where he served as teacher,
registrar, assistant headmaster and acting headmaster. At this time he and his wife became
members of the Episcopal Church. In 1963, he
became assistant headmaster at Wayland Academy, Beaver Dam, Wisconsin.
Besides his wife and parents, he is survived
by four daughters: Virginia, Victoria, Elizabeth and Beverly. Three brothers also survive.
Funeral services were conducted at the Messiah College Chapel with Bishop Henry Ginder,
Rev. Robert Carlson and Rev. LeRoy Walters
officiating. Interment was in the Grantham
cemetery.
MOYER—Elizabeth Stauffer Moyer was born
December 13, 1881, and departed this life
October 28, 1964. She was a member of the
Palmyra Brethren in Christ Church, Pa., and
was united in marriage to Frank R. Moyer,
who predeceased her.
She is survived by a step-son, three stepdaughters and five step-grandchildren. Two
sisters also survive.
Funeral services were conducted at Lebanon,
Pa., by Pastor C. N. Hostetter, Jr. Interment
was in tire Spring Creek cemetery, Hershey.
SHANAMAN—Minnie K. Shanaman, was born
July 3, 1891, in Lebanon County, Pa., and
died at the home of her son, David Gish, Palmyra, January 28, 1965. She was a member
of the Palmyra Brethren in Christ Church and
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was united in marriage to Paul S. Shanaman,
who survives.
Her first husband, Jacob S. Gish, died in
1928.
From this union two sons survive:
David, Palmyra; and Nelson, Perkasie; also ten
grandchildren, one of whom is Dorothy L.
Gish, missionary to Africa; and four greatgrandchildren. From her second marriage, besides her husband, she is survived by one son,
Paul, Jr., Union Deposit, and six grandchildren.
Funeral services were conducted at the
Shenk's Church by Pastor C. N. Hostetter, Jr.,
assisted by Rev. John Fries and Rev. John H.
Martin. Interment was in the adjoining cemetery.
WHISLER — William A. Whisler was born
July 15, 1873, and passed away December 29,
19d4, at the Messiah Home. He was a member of the Waynesboro congregation.
He was preceded in death by his first wife,
the former Margaret Lesher, in 1936, and by
his second wife, the former Alice Hykes, on
September 18, 1964.
Surviving are these children:
Roy E.,
Waynesboro; Mrs. Harry A. Young, Greencastle; and Miss Vada Whisler, Chambersburg.
Two brothers, two sisters, four grandchildren
and ten great-grandchildren also survive.
Funeral services were conducted in the Poe
Funeral Home, Waynesboro, by Pastor Herbert J. Hoover. Intement was in the Green Hill
Cemetery, Waynesboro.
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Dr. Fast Appointed Director of
Senior Voluntary Service.
AKRON, PA. ( M C C ) — D r . Henry A. Fast, Newton, Kansas, has been appointed by the Mennonite Central Committee on a halftime basis
to head up a Senior Voluntary Service program.
Senior VS will be part of the total MCC
Voluntary Service program. Because there are
certain tasks best served by mature and experienced people, Senior VS will attempt to
utilize the wide assortment of skills, wisdom,
training, and motivation of middle-aged and
retired people in the church who are capable
of rendering meaningful service. This effort
will be undertaken in cooperation with similarly
concerned constituent groups.
Growth Continues at Brook Lane Hospital
In keeping with the increasing need for
psychiatric services, the Board of Directors has
authorized the construction of an addition to
the patients residence building and extensive
renovation of the existing structure. This new
area will provide dayroom facilities, medical examination and treatment rooms, nursing office,
improved visitor reception and visiting areas for
family and friends. This construction is already
underway.
Another phase of construction will provide
for the renovation of the original farmhouse to
allow for fuller development of the day care
treatment concept. Lounge, rest room, and
locker space for day patients will b e provided
here.
Still another important phase in planning is
the creating of an inpatient children's unit, especially designed for the care of emotionally
disturbed children.
Annual Meeting of MCC Approves
Shifts in Program to Meet New Needs
CHICAGO, ILL. (MCC)—Representatives from
the fifteen
member groups of MCC representing over 225,000 Mennonites and Brethren in Christ in Canada and t h e United States,

appraised the work which had been done in
1964 and scrutinized plans for 1965 and beyond, in their annual meeting held Jan. 15
and 16.
The committee approved plans to proceed
with the turning over of projects to local people
or other agencies in some countries and the
careful phasing-out in other areas. In Macedonia, Greece, for example, responsibilities for
the agricultural program are gradually being
turned over to the Greeks. In Jordan and
Korea, clothing and food distributions are being reduced gradually. The emphasis in material aid program in these two countries is
being shifted from mass food and clothing
hand-outs to rehabilitative assistance for selected individuals. In South America the focus
of the MCC's ministry is being shifted to the
Indians and other Latin Americans in Bolivia,
Paraguay, and Brazil who are in much need of
help.
Several projects are scheduled to be enlarged during 1965. The Teachers Abroad Program, for example, will be expanded to include
people with skills and professions besides
teaching. Half a dozen doctors, nurses, social
workers, and agriculturalists are to be placed in
East Africa on a self-supporting basis. The
budget for the parcel program to Russia—administered by the Frankfurt, Germany, officewill be increased from the 1964 figure of
$7,000 to $18,000 this year.
The medical efforts in the Appalachian region of the United States will be increased,
and agricultural, educational, and social work
services will be started if suitable personnel is
available.
Six thousand tons of US surplus commodities have been requested for the current year.
About 150 tons of medical supplies and equipment, an increase of 30 percent over 1964, are
to be shipped to 75 doctors and nurses in 20
countries under the MCC's expanding medical
supplies program.
The MCC has been giving educational assistance to 1,400 children under its child sponsorship plan. In 1965 this will be increased to
2,000 cases.
Several new programs are to b e initiated in
1965. The Voluntary Service department is
developing a program to give persons who are
retired or nearing retirement an opportunity to
serve. It is also laying plans for a unit in
Mississippi.
A new agricultural project, similar to the
one in Macedonia, is to be opened on the island
of Crete early this year. The MCC will also
give some financial and personnel support to a
hospital project in Calcutta sponsored by the
Mennonite Christian Service Fellowship of
India. Four volunteers, after several months
of language study, will be going to a community in northern Brazil to render community
services under the sponsorship of the Confederation of Evangelical Churches in Brazil.
In addition to the projects listed above, many
of the units will continue to operate at approximately the same level as in 1964, particularly
in Europe, Algeria, Hong Kong, the Republic
of Congo, Newfoundland, Haiti, and Bolivia.
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Voluntary Service Unit
Accompishes the Ultimate
A milestone is on the Voluntary Service
agenda for 1965 with the closing of the unit
in Stanfield, Ariz.
In April, six and one-half years after it
started, this community service project will be
officially terminated and the different aspects
of the VS ministry taken over by local church
and social service agencies.
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"The unit is 'phasing out,' " says VS administrator John Lehman, "not because volunteers
have failed to establish an effective ministry,
but because they have accomplished the ultimate in VS—initiating an indigenous witness
in a needy community."
The significance of this indigenous ministry
is further highlighted by the fact that VS unit
leader Arlen Godshall has been able to rally

local church pastors to "take up where VS
left off."
In a recent meeting with the local evangelical pastors, Godshall explained the need of
them picking up responsibility for the "wellbaby" clinic, for taking surplus foods to migrant families, for the boys' and girls' club
work, for the 21 student kindergarten, for the
Sunday afternoon Sunday school and for the

summer Bible school and camping p r o g r a m s all initiated by VS.
Local pastors do not seem at all reluctant to
pick up these responsibilities, according to
John Lehman. "This group of highly motivated, dedicated Christian young people," says
Richard Martin, pastor of the local Community
Presbyterian Church, "have made a significant
contribution to this community by demonstrat-

Missions in America

Chapel) T e l e p h o n e - T R 8-0937, Rev. Paul
Hill, superintendent, Mrs. Evelyn Hill, Rev.
Roy H. Mann, Mrs. Esther Mann, Mrs.
Esther Robinson, I-W and V.S. Workers:
Miss Edna Hill, Mr. Stanley Detwiler, Miss
Carolyn Hilbert, Miss Barbara Winger, Mr.
Richard Hilsher, Mrs. Lois Hilsher, Mr.
Charles Rife Jr., Mrs. Ruth Rife, Miss Carolyn Rotz, Miss Lillian Winger, Mr. Dwight
Zook, Mr. Clair Barkle, Mrs. Dorothy Barkle
"New York City, New York (Brooklyn
Mission):
958 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 11205
Parsonage, 215 Walworth St., Brookyln 5,
N.Y., Rev. Harold Bowers, pastor, Mrs.
Catherine K. Bowers

Uniontown, Ohio: Rev. Henry P. Heisey, pastor,
4052 Georgetown Road, Canton 5, Ohio
Phoneton, Ohio (Phoneton
Church):
Rev.
Elam O. Dohner, pastor, P.O. Box 95,
Phoneton, Ohio

Explanatory note: Missions (*) and Extension Churches are listed as per address.
ALLEGHENY
CONFERENCE
Baltimore 2 1 , Maryland: Rev. W . Rupert Turman, pastor, 925 Homberg Avenue, Church
address, 611 S. Marlyn Avenue, Telephone
MU 6-3189
Blairs Mills, Pennsylvania: Rev. Jacob Moyer,
pastor, Dry Run, Pa.
"Blandburg, Pennsylvania: Rev. William Berry,
pastor
Breezewood, Pennsylvania (Mountain
Chapel,
Ray's Cove): Rev. Norris Bouch, pastor, Altoona, Pa., R. 2, Box 566
Hollidaysburg,
Pennsylvania
(Mt.
Etna
Church): Joe Neumeyer, pastor, 717 Penn
Street, Hollidaysburg, Pa.
Hopewell, Pennsylvania (Sherman's
Valley):
Rev. Earl Lehman, pastor, R. 2, T e l e p h o n e New Granada, Murry 5-2344
Ickesburg, Pennsylvania (Saville
Church):
Rev. Merle Peachy, pastor, Thompsontown,
Pa., R. 1, Telephone—McAllisterville, Pa.,
463-2551
Iron Springs, Pennsylvania: Rev. James Lesher,
pastor, Fairfield, Pa. R. 1, Telephone—
Fairfield 642-8632
Little Marsh, Pennsylvania, R. 1 (Jemison Valley):
Rev. Larry Strouse, pastor, Telephone—Westfield, Pa. Emerson 7-5355
Mt. Holly Springs, Pennsylvania: Rev. Edward
Hackman, pastor, Mounted Route. Telephone
Hunter 6-5440
Red Lion, Pennsylvania: Rev. Samuel Lady,
pastor. Telephone 2468-880
Three Springs, Pennsylvania (Center
Grove
Church) Rev. Marion Walker, pastor
Uniontown, Pennsylvania (Searights):
Rev.
George Kipe, pastor, Uniontown, Pa., R. 4
ATLANTIC
CONFERENCE
Allisonia, Virginia (Farris Mines): Rev. Arthur
Brubaker, pastor
Callaway, Virginia:
Adney Gap Church: Rev. I. Raymond Conner, pastor, Callaway, Va., R. 1. Telephone 929-4277
Callaway Church: Rev. C. Benjamin Fulton,
pastor, 1531 Riverdale Road, S.E., Roanoke
13, Virginia
Cross Roads Union: Rev. I. Raymond Conner,
pastor
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania (Bellevue Park Brethren in Christ Church): Rev. Joel Carlson,
pastor, 14 North 20th Street. Telephone—
CEdar 2-6488. Church address, 2001 Chestnut St.
Harrisburg, Pa. (Skyline View Church):
Rev.
John Arthur Brubaker, pastor, 7733 Hillcrest Ave., Harrisburg, Pa.
Hillsville, Virginia (Bethel Church):
Rev. Edgar Giles, pastor, Hillsville, Va., R. 4, Telephone - Sylvatus, RO 6-3238
"Hunlock Creek, Pennsylvania: Rev. Ross
Morningstar, pastor, 311 Vine St., Berwick,
Pa.
"Llewellyn, Pennsylvania: Rev. Charles Melhorn, pastor; Telephone—Minersville, Libe/ty
544-5206
"New York City, New York: 246 East Tremont
Avenue, Bronx 57, New York,
(Fellowship
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CANADIAN
CONFERENCE
Concord, Ontario, Canada: Rev. Arthur Heise,
Gprmley, Ontario, Canada
Delisle, Saskatchewan, Canada: Rev. Marshall
Baker, pastor, Delisle, Saskatchewan, Canada
Hamilton,
Ontario,
Canada
(Ridgemount
Brethren in Christ Church): Cor. of Jameston
and Caledon Streets, Office Telephone—FU
3-5212, Rev. J. Allan Heise, pastor, 18
Amanda Street, Hamilton, Ontario, Telep h o n e - F U 3-5309
"Meath Park, Saskatchewan, Canada (North
Star Mission, Howard Creek and Paddockwood Churches): Rev. Maurice Moore, pastor, Mrs. Mabel Moore
Port Rowan, Ontario, Canada
(Walsingham
Centre): Rev. John Pawelski, pastor
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada: Rev. Ronald
Lofthouse, pastor, 1 Malta Street
CENTRAL
CONFERENCE
"Chicago, Illinois: 6039 South Halsted Street,
Chicago 21, Illinois, Telephone—TRiangle
3-7122, Rev. Carl Carlson, pastor, Mrs. Avas
Carlson, Misses Grace Sider, Lily Wyld
Cincinnati, Ohio: 2951 Sidney Avenue, Cincinnati 25, Ohio, Rev. William Engle, pastor,
Telephone-Liberty 2-3891
Dayton, Ohio (Church, 831 Herman
Avenue):
Rev. Ohmer Herr, pastor, Clayton, Ohio, R. 1
Dearborn, Michigan (near Detroit): 4411 Detroit Street (Church and parsonage), Rev.
Maurice Bender, pastor, Telephone—CR
8-6850
Ella, Kentucky (Bloomington
and Millerfields
Churches):
Rev. Avery Sollenberger Jr.,
pastor, Columbia, Kentucky, R. 3, Box 157
Gladwin, Michigan, R. 4: Rev. Gary Lyons,
pastor
Hillman, Michigan, R. 1, (Maple Grove Church
at Rust): Rev. Hubert Stern, pastor
Knifley, Kentucky: Rev. Gaylerd Miller, pastor
Telephone-Campbellsville 465-7980
Shanesville, Ohio:
Rev. Edward Powell,
pastor, Telephone-Sugar Creek 2-4212
Sheboygan, Wisconsin: 1325 Carl Avenue,
Telephone—Glencourt 8-2627, Rev. Tyrus
Cobb, pastor
Smithville, Tennessee (Pomeroy Chapel): Rev.
John Schock, pastor, 401 Pace Street, McMinnville, Tennessee
McMinnville, Tennessee (Rolling Acres Community Church): Rev. John Schock, pastor,
401 Pace Street, McMinnville, Tennessee

MIDWEST
CONFERENCE
Colorado Springs, Colorado (Mountain
View
Chapel):
Rev. Ethan M. Gramm, pastor,
1425 McArthur, Colorado Springs, Colorado.
Phone 634-8500
PACIFIC
CONFERENCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico (Sandia Brethren in
Christ Church): 541 Utah Street, N.E. Telephone AL 6-9492, Rev. Virgil Books, pastor
"Bloomfield, New Mexico (Navajo
Mission):
Telephone-Farmington, N. M. YR 6-2386,
Rev. J. Wilmer Heisey, superintendent, Mrs.
Velma Heisey, Donna Sollenberger, Suie
Hess, Mr. John P. Ludwig Jr., Mrs. Anna
Mae Ludwig, Mrs. Martha Garber, Misses
Ida Rosenberger, Verna Mae Ressler, Rosa
Eyster, Jane Monn, Mary Olive Lady, Anna
Marie Hoover, Janet Oberholtzer, Mildred
Brillinger, ( I - W or V.S. Worker) Mr. Nelson Poe, Mr. Donald Ressler, Mr. Elvin
Ritchey, Rev. Luke Keefer Jr., Mrs. Jessie
Hastings, Dr. Leroy Steinbrecker, Mrs.
Eunice Steinbrecker, (Navajo Interpreters:
Miss Fannie Scott, Mr. Peter Yazzie)
Ontario, California: Rev. Nelson Miller, pastor,
9579 Baker Ave., Ontario, California
Salem, Oregon (Labish Community
Church):
Church address, 4522 Scott Avenue, N.E.,
Rev. Art Cooper, pastor, 4306 Scott Avenue,
N.E., Salem, Oregon, T e l e p h o n e - E M 2-7204
"San Francisco, California (Life Line Mission):
306 Minna Street, 94103, Telephone EX
2-2220, Rev. Avery Heisey, Supt., Rev. Harold Paulus, Pastor; V.S. workers: Mr. John
Ruegg, Mrs. Clara Ruegg; I-W workers:
Mr. Lyle Zook, Mr. Glen Pierce, Mr. John
Dick
"San Francisco, California (Life Line Chapel):
422 Guerrero Street, 94110, Telephone UN
1-4820,
Rev. Avery Heisey, Pastor, Mrs.
Emma Heisey, Mr. Harry Burkholder; V.S.
workers: Miss Mollie Poole; I-W workers:
Mr. Donald Booser, Mrs. Helen Booser

Contributions to World Missions
send to:
BRETHREN IN CHRIST WORLD MISSIONS

P. O. Box 171
Elizabethtown, Pa.
Telephone 717-EM 7-7045

Contributions to Missions in America
send to:
Andrew Slagenweit
West Milton, Ohio
Contributions to Peace, Relief and
Service Committee
send to:
Clair Hoffman, 320 S. Market Ave.,
Mt. Joy, Pa.
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ing what can b e done to help people and also
by showing t h e community that it has responsibility in meeting its own needs.'
Eighth M W C to b e in
Amsterdam, July 23-30, 1967
At a meeting of t h e Executive Committee of
the Eighth Mennonite World Conference in
New York, t h e dates for t h e next world gathering were set as July 23-30, 1967, beginning and
ending on Sunday. It was agreed that the
program should allow time for visiting and touring, with fewer meetings scheduled simultaneously than was t h e case in Kitchener, 1962.
Professor J. A. Oosterbaan of the Netherlands reported strong interest among his people
in the Conference, and considerable activity
already in preparation for 1967. Several committees have been appointed, with Jan Matthijsen acting as secretary. A lease option has
been taken on t h e large new Convention
Centre facilities in Amsterdam for 1967 though
several of the buildings are still under construction. There are approximately 40,000 baptized Mennonites (Doopsgezinden) in t h e
Netherlands.
The theme of the Conference was tentatively
agreed upon in 1963 and now definitely affirmed to be "The Witness of t h e Holy Spirit."
To facilitate fruitful discussion at the Conference it is planned to prepare a small study
guide on the theme, which Mennonite churches
around the world might use during the winter
1966-67 in their own study programs as possible.
In other business, North American vice president J. C. Wenger reported t h e completion of
plans for the second inter-Mennomte ministers conference, to convene May 4-6, 1985, at
Chicago under the theme "Fellowship in the
Gospel."

these evangelical churches and desire to share
with them, in such ways as may b e found mutually acceptable, in practical tasks of Christian
service and witness," t h e report said.
The 100-member Central Committee, which
meets annually, represents t h e WCC's 209
member churches of t h e Protestant, Anglican,
Orthodox, and Old Catholic communions in
more than 80 countries around t h e world. Sessions were held here at the invitation of the
churches of Nigeria.

his former student, and Dr. Carl Armerding,
father of t h e new president and professor
emeritus of t h e college, gave t h e prayer of
commitment. Dr. James Oliver Buswell, Jr.,
third president of t h e college, gave t h e invocation.

CWS Africa Director Reports
on Refugee Situation
"The shocking condition" of the thousands
of refugees in the Congo and other African
countries was reported by Mr. Jan S. F . Van
Successes, Failures of American Evangelicals
Hoogstraten, director for Service in Africa of
Cited by Dr. Henry
Church World Service. Recently returned from
a survey of the countries south of the Sahara,
ST. PAUL, M I N N . ( E P ) — T h e editor of Christianity Today h a d both praise and criticism he said that probably one of the largest concentrations of refugees is in the Republic of
here for America's evangelical Protestants.
Dr. Carl F . H . Henry of Washington, D.C., Congo, b u t that Tanzania, formerly Tanganpraised them for having resisted the tempta- yika, is becoming another h u b for refugees
tion to reduce the Christian Gospel to a social from neighboring strife-torn countries.
ideology, but criticized them for having failed
Since last March, t h e flow of refugees from
"miserably" in applying the Christian message Portuguese Angola has steadily increased, h e
to man's social problems.
said, with an estimated 400,000 now in the
He spoke on "Creative Christian Involve- Congo. Interviews with refugees by church
ment" at a midwest regional convention of the staff people on conditions in Angola reveal
American Association of Evangelical Students many deaths from illness and lack of food, atat Bethel College and Seminary. It was to the tacks on their hiding places by Portuguese
credit of evangelical Christianity in America, h e forces, bombings from helicopters and mines
said, that it has "kept alive a burden of evan- planted in gardens, corpses wired to booby
gelism and missions that Protestant Christian- traps, and mine fields and ambushes to preity around t h e world holds in high esteem."
vent their escape. "These stories of stark
But h e said t h e failure to apply God's reve- tragedy are not isolated incidents," said Mr.
lation to all realms of human existence and Van Hoogstraten, "but are repeated week after week."
energy has had a "repressive and retarding
effect upon our evangelistic message and acIn the Congo also are refugees from Rwanda.
tivity." As a result, the American evangelical "Depending on t h e ups and downs of Africommunity "tends to become isolated and in- can politics," said t h e report, "small groups of
grown in its associations, in its witness and in other nationalities, including South Africans,
its institutions."
also seek help from the Congo Protestant Relief Agency's headquarters in Leopoldville."
Day of Prayer for Boys
Other thousands of refugees from Rwanda,
Boys around the world will be the focus of
said Mr. Van Hoogstraten, are in two camps
a " D a y of Prayer for Boys" on Wednesday, in the southeastern part of Burundi and a
Soviet Broadcast Charges Christianity
February 24, 1965. Christian Service Brigade third camp is being set u p there for them. H e
Never Taught Equality of Men
is inviting individuals, churches and other youth
added that exact figures for refugees from
Moscow ( EP ) — Latest pro-atheist programs organizations concerned for the evangelization
Rwanda, Sudan, and Congo now in Uganda,
of the Soviet radio system hold that at no
and Christian training of boys and young men
and for refugees from Sudan in Kenya are not
period in history has Christianity endorsed to join in this special effort. T h e desperate
available. In Tanzania, the majority have
""equality among men."
need for Christian men in places of leadership
come from Mozambique, h e said.
A recent broadcast heard throughout Russia prompts this observance. Intercession will b e
featured Petrovna Polyakova, described as a made for boys, for Christian men who are
Asbury Seminary Establishes
professor of philosophy. H e disputed an "as- guiding them and for the ministry of boys' Unusual Department
sertion" by theologians that Christian teach- club organizations around the world.
Asbury Theological Seminary has taken aning has advocated t h e equality of man.
In addition to evangelical boys' club organi- other step seeking to close t h e gap in t h e
He told his audience that the word equality
zations in the United States and Canada, sim- training of ministers and missionaries by estab"never appears in the Bible," and that such ilar groups overseas will be participating. At
lishing The Department of Prayer and Spiritual
equality as was "implied by the Apostle Paul present there are parallel and independent
Life.
and by Catholic and Orthodox theologians was movements in several countries of Africa,
The new department is based on the premconfined to equality in t h e eyes of God or to
Europe, Latin America and the F a r East. The ise that the total life of the minister or misequality in life after death."
churches, leaders and boys of these groups will
sionary, both personal and corporate, must b e
- "In fact," said the Communist spokesman, join their North American counterparts on that built around his devotional experience and that
"Christianity never suggested equality be day to seek God's blessing upon related min- this must find proper implementation in t h s
established on earth, and throughout the cen- istries.
total life of the local church and the world
turies Christianity gave its blessings to exploitachurch.
tive forms of society, such as serf-owning and
Dr. Armerding Inaugurated as
The plan of operation for the department
capitalism."
Wheaton's Fifth President
includes four areas: classroom instruction, reWHEATON, ILL. ( EP ) — Dr. Hudson Taylor
search and publication, counselling service, and
Armerding became t h e fifth president of
resources center. In each of these areas, t h e
World Council Desires Association
Wheaton College here at inaugural ceremonies
department will b e both campus-centered and
with "Conservative Evangelical" Churches
on the campus January 8. The occasion prechurch-related, so that the institutional benefits
ENUGU, NIGERIA — Greater attention to t h s
can b e shared with a larger parish extending
contribution which "conservative evangelical" ceded by one day t h e 105th anniversary of
this liberal arts college.
around t h e world.
churches and groups can make to the ecumenical movement was urged here by the Executive
Dr. V. Raymond Edman, Wheaton's presiBecause of its great interest in theological
Committee of the World Council of Churches. dent for t h e past 25 years, became the college's
education in general and the spiritual lives of
seminary students in particular, The Lilly E n lieporting to the WCC's Central Committee first chancellor during t h e ceremonies. Both
dowment, Incorporated, of Indianapolis, Indiin annual session, the interim policy-making men were installed by Attorney Herman A.
ana, has voted to underwrite t h e first three
group urged the WCC's 209 member churches Fischer, chairman of t h e college board of
years of t h e operation of t h e department.
to seek ways in which the witness of such trustees. Dr. Edman presented the charge to
churches and groups could be more adequately
represented in t h e life of t h e Council.
"The member churches of t h e World Council, which have already experienced something
of the mutual correction and edification which
is made possible by our common membership
in the Council, need also the contribution of
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